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Grammar & Vocabulary 

1- How .................... rain do they have in Singapore? 

1) many 2) much 3) a 4) any 

 

2- Our teacher gives us too .....................  

1) much homework 2) much homeworks 3) many homeworks 4) many homework 

 

3- We had .................... time to prepare before we had to go. 

1) few 2) lots 3) many 4) little 

 

4- Don’t forget to take .................... bread with you. 

1) pieces 2) piece 3) a piece of 4) piece of the 

 

5- Which option is grammatically wrong? 

1) Twenty five million dollars is a lot of money. 2) One small car is enough for the whole family. 

3) You can see five beautiful trees over there. 4) Two red apples is enough for dinner. 

 

6- According to the news, a driver nearly ..................... death but was injured after he lost control and fell his car 

into the river.  

1) escaped 2) lost 3) gave up 4) disappeared 

7- The price of a room at the hotel .................... with the season. 

1) begins 2) translates 3) varies 4) rests 

 

8- The doctors were unable to effect a ..................... because the disease had speard too far. 

1) developed 2) forbid 3) harm 4) cure 

  

9- The user you want to send this message to does not ..................... . please try with another username. 
1) want 2) exist 3) range 4) open 

 

10- “People with serious problems to control themselves using various kinds of technology, in particular the 

Internet,” are called .................... . 
1) specialists 2) speakers 3) researchers 4) technology addicts 

Cloze test: 
Today, some types of animals are …(11)… species.  

This means there are very few animals of that kind left in earth. The animals could face extinction. One 

problem for animals is that their habitat is sometimes …(12)… by humans. As human poplulation …(13)…, 

more and more space is needed for people. Building areas for people to live pushed animals out of their natural 

homes.  
11- 1) dangerous 2) document 3) human 4) endangered 

 

12- 1) destroyed 2) distance 3) disease 4) cure 
 

13- 1) increases 2) decreases 3) prevents 4) awares 

Reading comprehension 

Boxing is popular in many countries. Two fighters wear boxing gloves on their hands. The boxers hit each other 

until one is knocked out or until the final bell rings. Each part of the fight is three minutes long. It is called a 

round. Thai boxing is different. The boxing match begines with music. Then the two fighters kneel and pray to 

god. Next day do a slow dance that copies the movements of that boxing. During this dances, each fighter tries 

to show the other that he is the best. Then fight beings In Thai boxing, the fighters can kick with their feet and 

hit each other with their elbows and knees. Of course, they hit with their hands, too. Each round is three 

minutes long. Then the boxers have a two minutes rest. Most boxers can fight only five round because this kind 

of fighting is very difficult. Thai boxing began over 500 years ago. If a soldier lost his weapons in a battle, he 

needed to fight with just his body. The soldiers learned how to use all the parts of their bodies. In 1560, the 

Burmese army captured Neresuen, the king of Thailand, in a war. King Naresuen was a very good boxer. He 

won his freedom from burma by defeating all the best burme fighters. When he returened to Thailand, his 

people were very proud of him. Thai boxing became a popular sport. 

14- A Thai boxing match begins with .....................  

1) pray 2) dance 3) music 4) kick 

 

15- Thai boxers don’t hit with their ..................... 
1) hands 2) elbows 3) knees 4) heads 

 

16- Thai boxers ..................... before the fight. 
1) grind 2) knock out 3) pray 4) capture 



17- They pray on their .....................  
1) elbows 2) backs 3) hands 4) knees 

 

18- Thai boxing began ..................... 

1) as a sport 2) in the navy 3) in the army 4) as a dance 

 

19- ..................... made Thai boxing a popular sport.  

1) a Burmese 2) a king 3) a soldier 4) the army 

 

20- The kings people were .....................  
1) proud of him 2) sad 3) defeated 4) captured 


